Cloth Patches, Ritual Wear and Minister Stoles

Cloth Patches

1

Celtic Pentagram patch 3”
Cernunnos sew-on patch 3”
This patch consists of a
A golden Cernunnos, Lord
knotwork double pentaof the Hunt, as depicted on
gram of gold and silver,
the Gundestrap Cauldron,
on a navy background,
against a green background,
surrounded and illuminated
with gold edging and an
by simple red Celtic knots
interwoven red pentagram
with bright thread binding
between his antlers. This

$5.95
Eye of Horus sew-on patch 3”
Multicolored Eye of Horus
on black background with
yellow edging. Metallic
gold stitching accents the
Eye. Sew-on. 3”

$5.95

ESCEL

Green Man iron-on patch 3”
This patch depicts the
legendary Green Man, his
green and black face is
highly contrasted against a
brown background, and a
golden border encloses the
iron-on 3” diameter patch.

$5.95

ESEYE

ESGRE

$5.95

ESCER

Horus sew-on patch 3”
Horus is the son of Isis and
Osiris, an Egyptian god of
the sun and sky; he is often
represented as a hawk or
hawk-headed human. Sewon patch. 3”

$5.95

ESHOR

Isis sew-on patch 3”
Leafy Pentagram patch 3”
Oak Leaf Pentagram iron-on patch 3”
Great Mother, Queen of
An interwoven silver pentaThis patch displays an
Heaven and Earth, Mistress
gram, surrounded by heartintertwined gold pentagram
of Magick, Ultimate Healer
shaped green ivy leaves on
with 5 oak leaves spread
. . . Isis has been worshiped
a black background, with
atop it, and an acorn in the
for over 5000 years, by the
a bright blue border. This
center, with a bright green
Egyptians and by many in
patch measures 3” diameter.
border. Iron-on. 3”
the world beyond. Sew-on

$5.95

$5.95

ESISI

ESLEA

$5.95

ESOAK

Paleo Shaman iron-on patch 3”
Starry Pentagram iron-on patch 3”
Tree of Life iron-on patch 3”
Depicting one of the oldest
A silver interwoven penA versatile patch depictcave paintings in Europe,
tagram & crescent moon,
ing the Tree of Life. Can
this patch displays what apsurrounded by golden stars.
be displayed to show the
pears to be a man within the
Iron-on. 3”
Tree in full bloom or turned
body of an animal - an imto display the bare winter
age generally known as the
branches in starry night.
Paleo Shaman. Iron-on. 3”
One patch per item ordered.

$5.95

$5.95

$5.95

ESPAL

Unicorn iron-on patch 3”
Cloth unicorn patch. Ironon. 3”

ESSTA

Wolf sew-on patch 3”
The moon, large and full in
the background surrounded
by stars in the foreground is
a large, gray mountain wolf;
head reared back bellowing
a cry to the moon above.
Sew-on.

ESUNI

$5.95

WCCT16

44”x72” Knot Mandala tie dye
Pentagram skirt
This is an eye catching Mandala tie dye tapestry. Perfect
to brighten up any space.
44”x72” Knot Mandala tie
dye tapestry 100% cotton.

$14.95

WSC78KM

$65.95

WCCT5

These skirts are made from
100% cotton. Length of the
skirt 36”. The maximum
waist is 38”. One size fits
most. Elastic waistband
with drawstring. Unique
designs and comfortable.

$24.95

ESTREL

Ritual Wear

ESWOL

Green Man Caftan 3’sq
Celtic Moon Caftan purple 3’sq
These caftan tops are very
This Celtic moon designs
soft, flowing garments with
caftan top is comprised of
elegant lines to flatter many
two large squares of fabric
body types. Extremely
artfully sewn together with
comfortable! Made with
a V neck front. Caftan tops
two of our Celtic Moon
easily fit large sizes, up to
& Star Altar Cloths sewn
XXX Large, 3’ sq. Made of

$65.95

$5.95

WSKWP

Cape: Moon Goddess black 6’
This black cape has been
trimmed with crescent
moons, pentacles, and Nile
moon goddess along the
bottom back with the pattern going down the front
trim. Drawstring hood and

$65.95

WCFC8

Moon Goddess Long Skirt black
This flowing long skirt is
adorned with beautiful a
moon goddess design on
each of the six extended
points. With a total length
of 3’ 6” and 4’ 8” around,
has drawstring waist 100%

$65.95

WSLS15
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Celtic Moon Long Skirt purple
Flowing long skirt is
adorned with star & moon
designs surrounded by
ornate Celtic knot work
on each of the 6 extended
points. Length of 3’ 6”, 4’
8” around, has drawstring

Celtic Moon Black Top
This top has four points on
the bottom edge, one in the
front, back and each side,
and also each sleeve comes
to a point. These free flowing tops fit most sizes up
to extra large. 100% rayon

Moon Goddess Top black
This top has four points on
the bottom edge, one in the
front, back and each side,
and also each sleeve comes
to a point. These free flowing tops fit most sizes up
to extra large. 100% rayon

$65.95

$45.95

$45.95

WSLS5

WTLST11

WTLST15

Celtic Moon Top purple
This top has four points on
the bottom edge, one in the
front, back and each side,
and also each sleeve comes
to a point. These free flowing tops fit most sizes up
to extra large. 100% rayon

$45.95

WTLST5
Minister Stole purple/gold
Minister Stole blue/white
A purple & gold print on
A blue & white print on
cotton fabric with liner, this
cotton fabric, with liner, this
interfaith stole is accented
interfaith stole is accented
with the 12 symbols of the
with the 12 symbols of the
world’s varied religions,
world’s varied religions,
representing harmony &
representing harmony and
universal unity. Description
universal unity. Description

Stoles

$50.95

FMIMS1

$50.95

FMIMS2

Interfaith Minister Stole white
Om 44”x 87” purple
Shiva, Parvati, Ganesh 44”x 87” yellow
A white print on cotton fabThis shawl is ideal for mediThis shawl is ideal for mediric, with liner, this interfaith
tation, yoga, or prayer, and
tation, yoga, or prayer, and
stole is accented with the
is suitable for both men and
is suitable for both men and
12 symbols of the world’s
women. It can also be used
women. It can also be used
varied religions, representas an altar cloth. The soft
as an altar cloth. The soft
ing harmony and universal
and light fabric is decorated
and light fabric is decorated
unity. Description sheet
with the mantra Om writwith the mantra Shiva,

$45.95

FMIMS3

$27.95

WPOPL

$27.95

WPSPGYL
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